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Abstract
  If a GriMths domain D is a symmetric Hermitian domain, the
toroidal compactification of the quotient space rXD, associated to a
projective fan and a discrete subgroup F of Aut(D), was constructed
by Mumford et al. Kazuya Kato and Sampei Usui studied extensions
of rXD for a GriMths domain D in general, and introduced a notion
of "complete fan" as a generalization of a notion of projective fan.
The existence of complete fans is expected. In this paper, we give an
example of D which has no complete fan.
1 Introduction
Let D be a Grifuths domain, let r be a "neat" discrete subgroup of Aut(D),
and let 2 be a fan consisting of rational nilpotent cones in Lie(Aut(D)) which
is "strongly compatible" with r. Kazuya Katio and Sa[rnpei Usui [KU] intro-
duced the notion of "polarized logarithmic Hodge structure" and enlarged
the space rXD to the space rXDÅí by adding the classes modulo r of nilpo-
tent orbits in the directions of cones contained in Åí as t•he boundary points.
They proved that the space rXDz is the fine moduli space of polarized log-
arithrnic Hodge structures of type Åë := (w,(h"'q).,,Ez, Hz, Åq , År,r,Åí) ([KU]
4.2.1, Theorem B), and that rNDz is a "logarithmic manifold" which is
nearly a complex analytic manifold but has "slits" caused by "GriMths
transversaJity" condition at the bounda[ry ([KU] 4.1.1, Theorem A).
   In the classical situat,ion, that is, D is a symmetric Hermitian domain,
the toroidal projective compactification rXDx of rXD was constructed wit,h
a suMciently big fan Z, called a projective fan, by A. Ash, D. Mumford, M.
Rapoport and Y. S. Tai [AMRT].
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For general D, Kato叩 dUsui introduced in [KU同“completefan”剖 a
generalization of a projective fan, and they gave a conjecture of the existence 
of such fans ([KU] 12.6.3). As組 ex組 iple,they gave a concrete description 
of the space r¥DE for Hodge type h2・0 = h0・2 = 2, h1・1口 1and for L: ＝三；
i.e., the fan consisting of al rational nilpotent cones whose rank are less than 
or equal to one in Lie(Aut(D)) in 言明 12.2.2.In this case, the fan E ＝三 is
complete. 
In the present work, we started to generalize the description of the above 
example, but in fact we encounter a counterexample to the conjecture of 
existence of complete fans. We show that D with h2・0口 hl,l= h0,2 = 2 h剖
no complete fans. 
After the present work，札modifiedversion of the conjecture about com・
plete fan is added at the end of 12.7 in [KU]. 
We fix a 4-t碍le<Po口（w, (hp,q)p,qo,, Hz, ( , ) ),consisti時 ofan integer 初ぅ
Hodge number (hP勺p,qEZ,a fおeZ-module Hz of rank Ep,qhM, and a non-
degenerate bilinear form ( , ) onHQ ：＝号0zHz which is symmetriεif w is 
even and skew-symmetric if w is odd. Then, let D be a classifying space of 
polarized Hodge structu問。ftypeφ。（Thisis ah弓ocalled Gri伍thsdomain), 
and let D be a compactdual of D. 
Let 
Gz := Aut(Hz, ( , ) ),
and for R = Q, ~＇ <C, let 
Hn := RRz Hz, Gn := Aut(Hn, (, ), 
9R := Lie(Gn) 
={NεEndn(Hn) ! (Nx,y）÷（x, Ny) = 0 for al x, yεHn}. 
2 Nilpotent orbit 
In this section, we recall the definition of nilpote叫 orbit日after[KU]. 
We fix <Po= (w, (hp,q)pポ ZヲHz,( , ) ）出 above.
Definition 2.1 ([KU] 0札2,1.3.1) A subsetσofg股issαid to be αnilpotent cone, 
ザthefallowing conditions G陀 satisfied.
(1）σ＝童と0N1÷・・・÷設三oN叫 forsome n三1and for some Ni, .・ ，N匁 εσ，
(2) Any εlemεnt ofσis ni争otentas an endomorph総mof HR. 
(3) [N,N’］ = 0 forαnyN, N’ξσ as endomorphisms of Ha, 
where [N,N’］：＝ NN’…N’N. 
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We recall some notion about nilpotent cones in [KU] 0.4.3, 1.3.2. 
A nilpotent cone is said rational, if we can t叫ceN1, .. ,Nnε9Q in 
Definition 2.1 (1). 
For a nilpotent coneσ，a fαce of σis a non-empty subset T of σwhich 
satisfies the following two conditions. 
(1) If x,yεT and αεR三0,then x + y，αzε T. 
(2) If x,yεσ 叩 dz十Uξ T,then x, yεT. 
Definition 2.2 ([KU] 0.4.4, 1.3.3) A fan in glQI Uα non-empty set L: of m-
tional nilpotent cones in glR satisfying the following thrn巴conditions:
(1) IfσεZ，αny fαce ofσbelongs to L:. 
(2) If CT，σ’εZ，σnσ’isαfαce ofσαnd ofσ’． 
(3) Any σε2 isshα叩・ Thαtis，σn（－σ） = {O}. 
Let σbe a nilpotent cone in 9JR・ For R = JR, C, we denote by σR the 
R-linear span of σc {JR・
Definition 2.3 ([KU] 0.4.7, 1.3.7) Let σ＝ I:凶：：；r(JRとo)Nibeαrationαl 
nilpotent cone. A subset Z of D is said to beασ－nilpotent orbitザthereis 
Fε D which sαtisfies Z = exp（σc)F and satisfies the follow'ing two condi-
tions. 
(1) NjFP c FPー1(1三j壬r,pεZ).
(2) exp（乞l:Sj合 ZjNj)FεDザZjεCand Im(zJ）》0.
The conditions (1) and (2) are called Griffiths transversality and positi仇ty,
respectively. 
We say that the pair （σ， F), consisting of a rational nilpotent coneσc 9JR 
and of Fε D, generat田 anilpotent orbit if Z = exp（σc)F is a CT-nilpotent 
orbit. 
Example 2.1 Let w = 2, h2・0 = h1・1 = h0・2 = 2, hp,q = 0 otherwise, 
and Hz be a free Z-module with a basis (eJ）凶壬6・Let(, ) : HQ×HQ→Q 
be the Q-bilinear form defined by 
/-12 Q Q¥ I ¥. I ¥. I ¥ fl 0¥ f O 1¥ 
（（山J））山部＝ { O E 0 J 1where 12 = l 0 1 ) , E = l 1 0} 
¥ 0 0 El ¥ I ¥ I 
Let Hら：＝＠出三4<Qej. For αεHら， letNα ：HIQI→ HIQI be the nilpotent 
endomorphism given by 
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Nα（b）口一（α，b}e5(b E Hら）， Nα（e5）中0, Nα（e5) 
Note th試， for必la,a＇εHQ, Na,Na，ε9Q and [Nα，Na'l 
be given by F2口C(ie1+ ez) $ Ce6, and F1口（F2）よ.Let σ 
肢と0Ne4・Then,（σ，F) generat側 anilpotent orbit. 








Dr;：＝｛（，σ，Z) IσモえZc bぉα小 nilpotentoriる吟－
Note that we hav巴theinclusion map 
ρ日 Dr;,F i--t ({O}, {F}). 
Definition 2.5 ([Kむioι10, 1.3.10) Let E be a fan挽 9Qand let r beα 
subgroup of Gz. 
(i) We sαy r iscompatible with E if the following condition (1) is sαtisfied. 
(1) IfγεrαndσεE, then Ad（γ）（σ）εE. Here, Ad（γ）（σ）出γσγ－1.Note 
that，ザFis compatible with E, r acts on Dむ by
γ：〈σ，Z)i--t (Ad（γ〉（σ）？γZ）（γモr).
(i) We sαy r ・isstrongly compatible with Sザitis compatible with E and 
the followi吋 condition(2) isαおosαtisfied. ForσεE, define 
r（ぴ） := r n exp（σ）． 
(2) The coneσis genemted by log r（σ）， that is，総yelement ofσcan be 
初代ttenαsαsumof clog（γ） (cE宜主o，γεr（σ）．
Assume that r is “neat”and strongly compatible withお. r¥Dr; is a 
“logarithmic manifold" which is nearly a complex analytic manifold but has 
“slits”（s四［KU]).
3 Complete fan 
In this section, we recall the definition of a space DvaI and the definition of 
a complete fan after [KU]. 







A isαQ-lineαT sゆspαceof 9Q consisting of l 
mutually commutαtive nilpotent elemeη~ts, l 
γis avαluαtive s怒るmonoidof A＊：＝詰OffiQ(A，屯） ( 
with V n ( -V)= { o} J 
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Hereαsi伽nonoidV of A* is sαid to beαvaluative州 bmonoid，ザVU(-V)= 
A*. 
For (A, V）εν，let F(A, V) be the set of a註主成ionalnilpote滋 cones
σζ お S説isfyingthe fo註owi碍（1)and (2). 
(1）σR=AR. 
(2) Let （σn A)V := {h E A集 Ih（σnA) cQと0}.Then （σn A)V c v.
Definition 3.2 ([KU] Definition 5.3.3) (i) We define 
f I (A, V）εν， I D叫：＝ HA,V,Z) I ~ l I Z isan exp(Ac)”orbit in D J 
(i) We define 
( I (A, V, Z) E DvaJ, l 
Dva1 := <(A, V, Z) I the陀 erisおσεF(A,V) such that } 
l I zisασ－nilpotent orbit J 
Definition 3.3 Let おbeαfαnin gQ. For (A, V）モν，wedefine 
XA,V,E := ｛σEE Iσn AIRεF(A, V)}. 
It is known that, if XA以ぉisnot empty, then there exist日thesmallest element 
内 ofXA,V,E ([KU] Lemma 5.3.4). 
Defi凶tion3.4 （再開 Definition5.3.5) Forαfαn E in gQ，初εdefine
f I (A,V,Z）εDvah XA,V,E is not empty, l 
E,val := ~ (A, V, Z) I ~ l I ex （σ0,c)Z isασ0-ni加tentorbit J 
Hereσ0 is justαsαbove. 
Definition 3.5 ([KU] Definition 12.6.1) A fan E in gQ is complete, if Dva1 = 
DE,val・ 
In the C儲ewhere a Griffiths domain D is a symmetric Hermitian domain, 
a fan E, used in the construction of the toroidal projective compaεti丞cation
Gz¥DE in [AMRT], is complete ([KU] 12.6.4). For general D, the existence 
of complete fans which are strongly compatible with Gz W部 expectedin 




4 Counterexample (main result) 
In this section, we state our main result. Let wおな2,and let hM = 2 (p+q = 
2, p,q三0），叩dhp,q = 0 otherwise. We consider about the existence 
of the compl伽 M in this C蹴 Letいjh::;J::;6be a free basis of Hz and 
(' ) : HQ×HQ→Q be the bilinear form on HQ given by 
? ?




























Theorem 4.1 In this case, the陀 isno complete fan. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.1, we first show that the rank of any rational 
nilpotent cone, which appears in a nilpotent orbit, is les than or equal to 
two. Next, as日urningthe existence of a complete fan :E on D, we derive a 
contradiction: E has two di百erentcones of rank two which have a common 
point部 ineach of their interiors. 
5 Modified version of complete fan 
In this section, we introduce the definition of modified version of complete 
fan. Recently, the definition of complete fan w拙 modifiedby Chikara Nakayama 
制 follows.
Definition 5.1 (Chikara 陶吋細a)Let N be αset of al rational nilpotent 
cones whichαppear in a nilpotent orbit. Then，αfan E in 9Q is said to be 
completeずitsαtis.fies following condition. 
Uσωσ＝UσENぴ
By this definition, the conjecture of the existence of complete fan w掛 modi蜘
fied as follows. 
Conjecture 5.1 There existsαfαn in 9Q which sαtis.fies the condition in 
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